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The Conjuration of Kronos By Frater Achad (3 knocks) Procul, O procul este profani! I invoke Kronos: Lord of the Ages!
Hail unto Thee, O Kronos. Even unto Thee: O Thou Great One of the Night of Time!

Holy Angel of God, as you did for Solomon the Wise, so do for me. Holy Angel of God, be with me now. I
conjure you in the following names: In your above names, grant your grace, power, and virtue in the work I
am going to attempt. For your above names, do not disobey me, but grant your grace, power and virtue to the
work I am going to attempt. Every choir of the Angels and Archangels worshipped you. In your name, Lord, I
dare to attempt every work. I conjure you ARES, sanguine and daring, by the air, by the earth, and the center
of the earth, to obey me. O ARES, who rejoices in calamity, I conjure you by Him who every planetary
creation fears, and in your following, fiery names: In your above names, grant your grace and your virtue to
this present weak. O HERMES, the most skilled in logical arguments, the effective and most excellent in
wisdom and science, who divides and distributes the art and craft of each person, the experienced and skilled
soldier, since without you all things mobile or immobile, cannot exist; O HERMES, creator, philosopher,
greatest among orators who rules over minds, I conjure you by God who created you and placed you in
Heaven. I conjure you by your heaven, your sphere, by the treasure and the secret wisdom of God, by His
strong and immeasurable hand and by the myriads of angels, do not disobey me. In your above names, grant
me your grace and your virtue, in order that any work I attempt be effective and true, by the omnipotence of
God. I, the unworthy, beg the height of your compassion, hear me and make the work I want to do highly
effective. I conjure you, most valorous and most beneficial ZEUS, by the immeasurable thought of God, do
not disobey me. I conjure you, ZEUS, by the grace of all herbs. I conjure you, ZEUS, by your valor and
justice, by your miraculous virtues and in your following names: In your most great and valorous names, grant
your grace and virtue to the work I am going to attempt. I conjure you by the seal that is in your heart, by your
wreath, by your heaven, and in your following names: In your above names, do not disobey me, but grant your
grace and your virtue in the work I am going to attempt. By your antiquity and by your preeminence I conjure
you again, O cold KRONOS, who has authority over every harm, who gives treasures and who offeres
everything. I conjure you, O Kronos, in your following names: For this reason, cooperate with me, and make
my work effective and true. May it nourish my body, mind, and.
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Conjuration Of Kronos has 4 ratings and 0 reviews: Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read.

Initiation by the Solar Wind I am sorry if any of you were missing me. This spring we moved houses again,
this time into one with our names on the mortgage. We have had lots of guests, lots of Great Work. You see, I
was diagnosed with breast cancer in April. First there was an irregularity on the mammogram. This is not an
adventure for the faint of heart under any circumstances. My fellow cancer-travelers are like me: Some of the
ladies in the waiting room worked through their chemo. And they go to baby showers, shop for groceries and
mow the lawn in their post-mastectomy gear. Their husbands come with them sometimes, and they have the
fear of losing their life-partners all about them. Never forget that the people in your life have hidden pain. This
is a lesson that brings compassion in 55 gallon drums. I have been lucky. The tumor was small and not very
aggressive. The surgery made a mess, but most everything is still there. Lots and lots of x-rays. Normal tissue
is also impacted. My thoughts about my experience changed when I realized that in nature, X-rays are emitted
by stars. When the sun throws off solar material in a coronal mass ejection, x-rays are also produced. These
particles end up causing the phenomenon called the solar wind, which encounters the gases in our atmosphere
to make the aurorae. On a hermetic level, the experience is also solar because of the intensity and the
processing of the impure things out of the system. The process of initiation consists in removing his
impurities, and finding in his true self an immortal intelligence, to whom matter is no more than the means of
manifestation. The initiate is eternally individual; he is ineffable, incorruptible, immune from everything. He
possesses infinite wisdom and infinite power in himself. This equation is identical with that of a talisman. The
Magician takes an idea, purifies it, intensifies it by invoking into it the inspiration of his soul. It is no longer a
scrawl scratched on a sheep-skin, but a word of Truth, imperishable, mighty to prevail throughout the sphere
of its purport. So is the innocence that is related to the visceral health that I previously enjoyed, the feeling of
physical immortality. I feel fragile now, even though I am still strong and, tumor notwithstanding, healthy. I
am not afraid to die, but very cognizant of the fact that I may well die of something related to the cancer or its
brutal treatment. The only thing to do is to treat it like a message from god. I am being initiated intimately
with the solar wind into a different person. It is a literal shamanic death trip. It is necessary for the shaman in
training to undergo some type of serious crisis, and I guess this is mine. In getting ready for the radiation, the
technicians put me in a CT machine to figure exactly where the tumor-bed lay in my mangled breast. They
marked me with small tattoos in a cross that lays across my breastbone so that they could use lasers to position
me the same way each time on the table under the linear accelerator that makes the x-rays. Every morning,
when I lay down to be positioned in the machine, the lasers overlap the tattoos in a three dimensional cross
that bisects me in each of three dimensions. And then the treatment starts. The technicians leave the room, of
course. It is as alone as being in the Alaskan wilderness. The buzzing that indicates that the machines is on,
the smell of ozone from the x-rays ionizing the air. Every morning, I anoint and bless myself with Abramelin
oil. I feel a presence at times that may be some of the first inklings of K and C. My daily meditations have
become sharp and easy, my pranayama practice the same. My body has been scourged with many whips, but I
remain.
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THE CONJURATION OF KRONOS (3 knocks) Procul, O procul este profani! I invoke Kronos: Lord of the Ages! Hail
unto Thee, O Kronos. Even unto Thee: O Thou Great One of the Night of Time!

I am the last Olympian. Hestia meaning "hearth" or "fireside" is the eldest child of Kronos and Rhea. She is
the Greek virgin goddess of the hearth, home, the right ordering of domesticity, and family. She received the
first offering at every sacrifice in the household. Her Roman counterpart is Vesta. At first, Kronos seemed
willing to be a good father, and not to resemble Ouranos. However, the Titan King suddenly realized that
Hestia was not a Titaness, but rather, a more powerful and beautiful immortal a goddess. Kronos, fearing that
Hestia might one day overpower him, quickly swallowed her whole, to the horror of Rhea. As a result, Kronos
became known as "King Cannibal. However, Rhea soon gave birth to her final child, Zeus , who she secretly
raised on Crete, far away from Mount Othrys. She gave a huge boulder as a decoy for Kronos to eat. Hestia
was finally released during the final drinking competition that Kronos had with his Titanic brothers and
nephews. Zeus quickly introduced himself to his elder siblings, and all of them including Hestia quickly
escaped Mount Othrys , before their Titanic father, uncles, and cousins could react. Shortly thereafter, Hestia
and the other gods accepted Zeus as their leader and reached a unanimous consensus on declaring war against
their tyrannical father. Being the kindest and most peace-loving of her six siblings, Hestia was the only one
who initially objected, and suggested diplomacy, but was finally persuaded to agree with Zeus. However,
since they still had no weapons, Hestia agreed to help Zeus release their Elder Cyclopes and Hekatonkheire
uncles from Tartarus first. There, imprisoned in the maximum-security zone, surrounded by huge bronze
walls, and a lava moat, guarded fierce demons, were the Elder Cyclopes and Hekatonkheires. However, the
gods overcame their fear, and were able to sneak in. The three Elder Cyclopes forged three incredibly
powerful weapons: Afterwards, Hades safely guided his siblings and uncles back out of Tartarus. The First
Titanomachy Shortly after their return from Tartarus , Hestia and her siblings officially declared war on
Kronos and the other Titans, which resulted in the terrifying year-long Titanomachy. The Titans initially had
the upper hand, since they were well-armed and much more experienced warriors. However, as the years of
the War passed, the gods quickly became skilled warriors as well, and with the help of their new extremely
powerful weapons, as well as the aid of the Elder Cyclopes and Hekatonkheires , they finally prevailed. While
preparing for the final battle of the War, Hestia and her siblings ascended to Mount Olympus the tallest
mountain in Greece after Mount Orthys. Shortly thereafter, the gods invaded the ruins of Mount Orthys , and
finally overwhelmed Atlas , Hyperion , Iapetus , Krios , and Koios. In the aftermath of the battle, the Elder
Cylopes chained up all of the defeated Titans, while the Hekatonkheires forced them to kneel before Zeus,
Poseidon, and Hades. Becoming the Last Olympian The gods chose Mount Olympus as their official
residence, and the Elder Cyclopes build magnificent palaces there for them all. As a result, the gods started to
call themselves the Olympians. Hades received the Underworld , Poseidon seized the seas, and Zeus claimed
the heavens as his domain, becoming the King of Mount Olympus and the Olympians. As for Hestia herself,
unlike her more prominent younger siblings, she was humble, and never sought power. Many years later,
when Dionysus was accepted as one of the Twelve Olympians, Hestia even willingly gave up her throne to
him, and took to constantly tending the Olympian sacred hearth. Like her mother Rhea , Hestia was always
very sweet and kind, which earned her the love of her entire family, and none of the gods could fight in her
presence on Olympus. Also, during any of their massive family feuds, any Olympian could chose to take a
break by sitting down next to the hearth with Hestia, whose presence alone was enough to calm anyone talking
with her. Hestia was empathetic to all her siblings even Hades and their children, she consoled, healed,
cheered, advised and supported every single god and goddess in on Olympus, and was the only Olympian to
get along with every other Olympian even Ares. However, unlike Rhea who was the Titaness of Motherhood ,
Hestia never desired to marry or become a mother herself, and turned down several gods. Hence, shortly
thereafter, Zeus who greatly admired his sister allowed Hestia to remain an eternal virgin, and - along with
Poseidon and Apollo - vowed to punish anyone who would ever attempt to woo her in the future. Hestia
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therefore retained her role as the Virgin Goddess of the Hearth. She later even gave some sacred fire from the
Olympian hearth to the Titan Prometheus , who desired to give it to humans. All gods and neutral Titans were
invited, as well as many nymphs and satyrs. Hestia, who rarely attended parties soon wandered out into the
woods, and fell asleep. Priapus, a minor god of vegetation, spotted the beautiful goddess and wanted to take
advantage of her. However, while he was approaching her, a donkey brayed out loudly. Hestia woke up
screaming and ran away from Priapus. The feasting Olympians instantly ran to her side, and proceeded to
harshly beat and berate Priapus, and never invited him to their divine parties ever again. After that unpleasant
situation, Hestia declared that she was to be grateful and defined the donkey as her sacred animal. However,
he was ignorant of the fact that she was actually Hestia, and did not pay particular attention to her. Hestia was
later mentioned by Chiron to Percy while discussing the arguments between Zeus and Poseidon: Hestia tells
Percy that sometimes the hardest power to master is the power of yielding. She reminded Percy that when
Dionysus was made a god she gave up her throne for him to avoid civil war among the gods. Hestia also
reminds Percy that when all the other gods are away in the fight, hearth and home are what will always
remain. He claims that she should be its guardian because hope survives best at the hearth, and the Pithos does
not continue to follow Percy relentlessly. Later when Percy is fighting against Luke, who was possessed by
Kronos , Backbiter is tossed into the hearth. When Kronos tried to retrieve it, Hestia appears in the fire and
heats the scythe to such a degree that Kronos cannot retrieve it. Percy sees her image in the flames looking
disapprovingly at her father. She winks at Percy, implying that she is content not being noticed, as long as
some people do notice her once in a while.
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by Frater Achad (3 knocks) Procul, O procul este profani! I invoke Kronos: Lord of the Ages! Hail unto Thee, O Kronos.
Even unto Thee: O Thou Great One of the Night of Time!

Procul, O procul este profani! Lord of the Ages! Hail unto Thee, O Kronos. Thou, the terrible and hoary One,
the Dweller in Eternity: That didst devour Thy Children! Thou, that sittest upon the Throne of Jehovah
Elohim: And Whose Darkness is concealed in the Heaven of Understanding! O Thou Mighty God of the
Sabbath! Thou, that art established in the four quarters of the Universe! Thou, that sweepest the World with
Thy Sickle: O Thou Mighty Lord of Khem! Thou, that hast the dreadful Horns of the Goat: And concealest
from Man Thy Holy Mysteries! Thou, that exaltest Maat, hidden in a Robe of Sorrow: And rejoicest in them
that endure and are just among Men! I am Enoch Thy Prophet: Unto whom Thou didst commit Thy Mysteries:
By whatever Name I call Thee: Thou, that art upon the Frontiers of the Abyss: Thou that sittest in the City of
the Pyramids: Thou that are encamped upon the Great Sea: Unto the Night of Pan: Unto the Mysteries of N.
Thither I lift up mine Eyes! Lady of the City of the Pyramids: Thou, that bearest the Cup of Sacrament!
Whence Cosmos arose And whither it must return! Unto Thine Unity are mine eyes ever turned: Though it be
hidden from me by mine own blindness! Yet it is written: Pause I descend from the Palace of Understanding.
The Waters of the River of Amrit. The Cup of Intoxication!
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The Conjuration of Kronos. Uploaded by jlove. A Ritual constructed by Frater Achad. Has been lost for many years.
Located in the OTO archives. Save. The Conjuration.

His father, Kronos , was king of the Titans and when Kronos feared one of his children would steal his throne
he began to swallow each of His newborn children. In turn, Zeus freed his siblings from their imprisonment
and declared war on Kronos and anyone who supported him in an event that came to be called the
Titanomachy which ended with Zeus killing his father and taking his place as King of the Gods. Zeus married
his sister Hera who became queen of the Olympians. Zeus was a great lover of mortal women. He took many
human sexual partners and thus fathered many half-gods. Sometimes, he would take the form of a mortal man
or of an animal when he visited his mortal women. Powers Edit Zeus is probably the most powerful god ever
seen in the series. He is capable of manipulating, giving and removing the powers of other gods, altering his
appearance, teleportation, immortality and manipulating lightning even at a distance. He has been seen capable
of destroying Hera, dispersing her molecules. Although lightning is occasionally used by other gods, Zeus
exclusively uses it, and is more proficient with it than any of the others. As the most powerful of all the
Olympian Gods Zeus is invincible to all sorts of weapons swords,axes,crossbows as well as all magical
powers from the Gods. All Olympians has the power to control and manipulate the weather bring out storms ,
tornadoes ,rains and Lightning. Zeus has the power to control and shoot very powerful lightning by throwing it
from his hands. Zeus has the power to control and manipulate fire whether by throwing Fire or Fireballs
Teleportation: Zeus has the ability to teleport to any place whatever he sees fit by turning into lightning either
on earth or Olympus. Zeus as the most powerful of all Olympians can send people flying as well as gods.
Being the most powerful of all Gods Zeus the powerful Divine powers like: Zeus along with Hera created all
mortals and most if not all things as Hera Said, Zeus can do almost anything he desires. Zeus being the most
powerful of all Olympians has the powers to give and remove all sorts of Magical powers the Gods Have.
Zeus has the power to create portals leading to other Dimensions. Zeus has the power to create Illusions.
Conjuration; Zeus has the power to conjure anything and any power in existence except bringing mortals back
from the dead although he can do this with help of Hera Power to kill Gods: Zeus being the most powerful of
all Gods has the power to kill them as proved by Killing Hera herself Shapeshifting: Zeus has the power to
alter his appearance so that he can look like any one he desires Time Manipulation: This portrayal is also
directly at odds with his portrayal in both HTLJ and YH, where he is very aloof, with Hercules rarely seeing
him and deeply resenting his absence. Anthony Quinn portrayed Zeus in the Hercules telemovies.
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Achad Frater is the author of Conjuration Of Kronos ( avg rating, 4 ratings, 0 reviews).

Edit Ouranos is the father of the Titans. Myth Edit Ouranos was the Starry Sky. He layed with her every night.
Their first children were the evil Titans. Then after the Titans came the Hekatonkheires , giants with one
hundred arms and fifty heads. Then came the Cyclopes , one-eyed giants. Ouranos thought that the
Hekatonkheiress and Cyclopes were hideous. And because of this, he imprisoned them in Tartaros who was
under Gaia. Their eldest children devised a plan to avenge their brothers. They created the Scythe of Time.
Though most of them were to scared to castrate their father. Kronos , the youngest and fiercest, rose to lead the
Titans. Kronos threw the testicles in o Thalassa. The semen impregnated Gaia and she gave birth to the Giants
, the Erinyes , nymphs of fury; and the Meliae , nymphs of ash-tree. Foam sprouted and a giant seashell was
created from the foam. The seashell opened and the most beautiful goddess was born, Aphrodite. This event
happened on Cyprus, the island of Aphrodite. Ouranos named his eldest children the Titans , for they had done
a fearful deed. Instead of Kronos doing his original plan, after he set his brothers free, he re-imprisoned them
along with the Giants. Kronos sent the dragon Kampe to guard them. From Chronos , Gaia learned of terrible
news for their son. Kronos was to be overthrown by his son, Zeus , just like he overthrew Ouranos. His parents
warned him of this. Because of fear, Kronos devoured his children, unlike his father who put them under his
mate. Rhea did this and asked an eagle to take Zeus to Ouranos and Gaia. They took care of Zeus until he was
a teenager. Zeus ordered his father to release his siblings. But, Ouranos and Gaia ordered Kronos to give birth
to his children again. The children were reborn in reverse order including the stone. This made Zeus the eldest.
Poseidon , Hades , Hera , Demeter , and Hestia were reborn, they were still infants. Althogh Ouranos was
castrated, Zeus never knew about it. After the Titanomachy , Zeus imprisoned the Titan Atlas to hold Ouranos
away from Gaia to keep them from having children. But, Ouranos still loved Gaia. They were eternally cursed.
His stepson, Typhon, was also a god that had aerokinesis. He helped the Olympians against Typhon.
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Custom Immortal Conjurations. She is the daughter of Kronos & Rheia. She tends to the things that grow and can help
you if you are an avid gardener with.

Sunday, January 26, Shabbatai! RO and I performed a conjuration of Tzaphkiel, spirit of Saturn, last night. I
started with a purification bath, with sea salt, magnesium sulfate and sodium bicarbonate. I made it as hot as I
could bear, as I have reported previously, and sat singing bits of Lutheran liturgy until the water was cold, then
dressed in a black robe with my phylactery and a black filmy veil. I was absolutely empty at this point. I went
into the temple room, where RO was finalizing the preparations of the altar and the space, and sat down. We
purified one another with hyssop and consecrated with Abramelin oil. After that we called universal forces
with the First Father prayer, and consecrated the crystal and the incense. RO then summoned Tzaphkiel. I then
read Fr. The room began to thicken, and I put down the veil. It made the candlelight dance in an interesting
and confusing way meaning it was perfect. RO then read the Orphic hymn to Saturn. The room was electric,
and I peered into the crystal. I saw first a mouth with a thousand very slender and pointed teeth, and it then
resolved itself into any eye. The overall sense was a quiet expectant waiting. RO saw an old man in the crystal,
but I will leave his impressions for his blog post on the subject. RO then stated our requests, for Tzaphkiel to
open us to the wisdom of his sphere, to help us on the path to occult wisdom and understanding. Everything
felt of quiet and patient waiting although I confess to being concerned about the flammability of the veil and
the lack of a strong impression when I heard the voice: Apparently, it really is up to us.
8: Zeus | Legendary Journeys | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Ouranos (Greek: ÎŸá½•Ï•Î±Î½ÏŒÏ‚) was the primal god of the Heavens. His Roman equivalent was Caelus. According to
Ancient Greek literature, Father Sky was the husband of Gaia, his sister.
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